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Built to perform 
under extreme 
environments
We are living in a digital era. While there are myriad 
benefits of going digital, it also has presented us 
with what seems like an insurmountable problem 
– an ever-increasing volume of digital data. From 
broadcasters to hospitals, museums to IoT-driven 
businesses, the need for long-term management, 
archiving and retrieving data-heavy assets 
efficiently has become a pressing issue. 

Not anymore. Quicker than tape, and more reliable 
than LTO or Hard Disk Drives, Sony Optical Disc 
Archive weathers time and the elements to ensure 
business continuity for now, and the future.

Sony ODA
Delivering results across industries

‘3-2-1 Best 
Practice’ – the 
archive industry 
standard
Computer files can be lost  
in any number of ways — 
accidentally deleting a file, a 
virus attack, a complete system 
shutdown or a hard drive failure. 
Choosing the right data storage 
workflow is the only way to 
protect and extend the life of 
your valuable assets.

‘3-2-1 Best Practice’ means that 
you need at least 3 copies of 
your data stored on 2 different 
media and one backup copy 
kept offsite. It’s a simple rule that 
ensures security and longevity  
of your precious data assets.

The importance  
of timeless data  
management

Can your data withstand changes to 
the environment and technology for 
the next 30 years?

Are you 
finding it hard 
to retrieve 
data quickly?

Is your data 
management 
cost-efficient?

How can you 
prevent data 
tempering?

Do you have 
enough capacity 
to store your 
precious data?4 5
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Sony Optical Disc Archive sets the benchmark with its speed, reliability and dependable access. 
Together with its seamless scalability and low ownership costs, Sony ODA is the winning choice 
for secure data management and protection, across industries and across time.
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Better choice, better solution 
Sony Optical Disc Archive

Sony Optical Disc Archive employs an entirely new and revolutionary disc-based storage 
system. It involves the use of multiple bare discs contained within a very robust cartridge 
and a dedicated disc drive unit with an associated software driver that is able to manipulate 
the discs individually – providing a seamless read/write capability for generations.

TOUGHER 
Storage till Armageddon
•  Uses new generation high-capacity optical disc 

‘Archival Disc’

•  Multiple bare discs contained within a very 
robust cartridge

•  More than 100 years lifespan by ISO-based 
acceleration testing

•  No special storage requirements

SAFER 
Disaster tolerance
•  Durable and resilient in a wide range of 

environmental conditions

•  Water disaster resistant

• Readable more than one million times

•  Data is always safe, now and in the future

FASTER 
High speed retrieval
•  Average read rate of 375MB/s* 

•  No time wasting on spooling through tapes

•  Quick file access and eject time helps increase 
workflow efficiency

*Generation 3

STRONGER 
Random access
• Random access, find files in an instant

•  Non-contact read/write technology, does not 
harm the disc surface

•  No linear access limitation

•  Play 4K video direct from disc

LONGER
Low TCO and migration-free
• Extremely low TCO (Total Cost of Ownership)

• Today’s media will always be readable on tomorrow’s 
ODA hardware

•  Generation compatibility minimizes migration cost

•  Perfect media for long-term archive

BETTER
Choice for your cold data
• True long-term reliable archive media

• Safeguard all your precious digital content

• Archive your assets once and for all

• Future-proofed media storage solution

World’s first 8-channel 
optical drive unit

Disc Changer Mechanism

LTO Introduced in 2000, Linear Tape Open 
(LTO) is the preferred data storage media 
across the world. LTO has many benefits 
as a high-capacity open format, but also 
its drawbacks. In particular, tape corrosion, 
slow mounting/eject time and poor shelf 

life if not stored properly. Another issue 
with LTO is that it relies on linear access, 
which means frequent fast-forwarding to 
access your selected data will inevitably 
scratch the tape’s surface and over time 
deplete its readability and reliability.

Hard Disk Drives (HDD) are often 
prone to crashes and require periodic 
data protection and data migration. 

Can you imagine replacing hundreds 
of data drives in your organization VS 

HDD
just to main a common standard and 
compatibility? Eventually, as drives 
and interfaces reach end of life, your 
HDDs become impossible to replace 
and you’re back to square one looking 
for a more efficient storage system.
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